
Why is it so hard for law firms to get 
consistently great content marketing results? 

 

 

 
No doubt, competition in professional services is fierce and keeps 
heating up. In addition to your traditional competitors, rapid 
advancements in technology and artificial intelligence now allow non-

traditional startups to enter the market, making it more crowded than 
ever. 

In this climate of accelerated competition, it’s imperative that 
your firm differentiate itself and stand out from the sea of sameness. 

You must capture the attention of potential clients and convince them that 
your firm is the right partner for their needs.  



How firms are getting attention 

You can see the drive for differentiation in how many firms are 
rebranding themselves – rolling out new websites, new logos, new tag 
lines. They change their brand colors and their professionals’ 

photographs. They start using contractions in their copy instead of 
writing with more staid and old-fashioned formality. 

They’re also rebranding themselves with new content – white 
papers, client success stories, blogs, and so on. And everybody is trying 

to keep up! 

We’re doing all of that – why aren’t we getting results?  

You’re spending so much effort on creating useful and valuable 
content…but there’s no obvious return on all these efforts. 

Your team spend hours writing articles and blog posts...only to get a 

smattering of eyeballs on them, and not even the eyeballs of your ideal 
prospects. 

You’ve invested in marketing consultants and maybe even content 
writers….but you’re wondering if that investment is justified. 

If you’re not seeing tangible results – like more leads and more clients – 

that you can directly trace to your content marketing, then what are we 
even doing here?  

How can we start see reliable results? 

Here’s the truth: it’s not about creating more and more content. 
It’s about a proven, reproducible three-step process: 

1. Defining a strategy that leads to genuine connection with your 
prospects while wringing maximum visibility from each piece of 



content you produce by understanding your clients and what they 
want 

2. Implementing the strategy perfectly 

3. Analyzing metrics and data and tweaking the strategy to increase 

its effectiveness 

We help you take the guessing out of your content marketing 

I’m Maria Ganovsky of Swimming Otter Communication LLC and I 

help professional services firms win the content marketing game and 
build reliable pipelines that turn casual readers into clients.  

Because we’re response copywriters, our focus is on generating 
responses from ideal prospective clients. We understand that content is 

a means to an end – not an end in itself – and we always write it with 
your business strategy in mind. 

We also recognize that it can be a real challenge to find writers 
and marketers with the right combination of skills. It’s not that 

there aren’t many great consultants out there, but a good consultant 
who can also seamlessly dive into the subject matter of your firm’s 
expertise is hard to find. 

When you work Swimming Otter, you get not only my marketing 
and writing expertise, but also my background as a Ph.D. research 
scientist and a patent litigator. Thus, you get someone who 
understands the technical details, can construct convincing and 
persuasive content, and approaches strategy with scientific precision. 

I invite you to learn more by visiting my website at 
www.swimmingotter.com. You can also email me at 
mgranovsky@swimmingotter.com  or call me at (703) 795-0529 to 
discuss your firm’s content marketing. 


